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David Lodge has found a rich vein to mine. From his very wonderful "Changing places" and "Small world", Lodge has demonstrated a marvelous insight into university life. As others have noted, his earlier works are more complex and hilarious. "Thinks" is more cerebral.
But the British writer David Lodge is no ordinary novelist, and a plot depicting turf wars over the meaning of consciousness proves richly entertaining in his eleventh novel, Thinks.... Much as
Elmore Leonard is king of the contemporary hard-boiled mystery, Lodge has established himself as master of the academic novel.

Thinks . . . by David Lodge, Paperback | Barnes & Noble®
Thinks... is a 2001 novel by British author David Lodge.
Ralph Messenger is an international academic star in the highly trendy field of language and thought research. Novelist Helen Reed arrives at the university to teach creative writing and to recover from the unexpected death of her husband. Despite huge differences
in belief and temperament, they begin a secret affair - with complicated ...

Thinks… by David Lodge - Alibris
And cancer and child pornography have awkward bit parts. Also, while Thinks… mostly consists of journal entries by and email between the two protagonists, it lapses a little jarringly into omniscient
narration towards the end. May 2001
External links: - buy from Amazon.com or Amazon.co.uk Related reviews: - books by David Lodge - more romance

Thinks… (David Lodge) - book review
Thinks: Amazon.co.uk: Lodge, David: 9780141000213: Books David Lodge's
novels have earned comparisons to those of John Updike and Philip Roth and established him as "a cult figure on both sides of the Atlantic" (The New York Times).
Thinks . . . is no exception. As in Nice Work (1988), in which Lodge juxtaposed a trendy female left-wing academic with her direct, opposite, a down-to-earth, practical businessman, so in Thinks ....
in stock (more on the way). A Man of Parts: A Novel David Lodge. ... Desmond's deteriorating hearing parallels his father's increasing debilitation. Of course, David Lodge presents all this with his usual humorous touches. For example, other authors might look back ...
Messenger’s academic archrival, Douglas C. Douglass (a.k.a. Duggers), weighs in on cognition when he describes quantum physics: “Very small particles behave like waves, in random and ...
David Lodge seems to me like a true genius, perhaps because he can make his incredibly clever and erudite novels accessible to ordinary readers. It's a travesty that he's never been awarded a Booker. This book is fascinating in the way it introduces concepts like Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive Science.
Thinks . . . by David Lodge

Thinks is not quite David Lodge at the sublime top of his game, as in How Far Can You Go, but is pretty close. In many ways the book is a sequel to the earlier trilogy of campus novels – Changing Places, Small World and Nice Work.
About Thinks . . . David Lodge’s novels have earned comparisons to those of John Updike and Philip Roth and established him as “a cult figure on both sides of the Atlantic” (The New York Times).
In Thinks... David Lodge yokes together two warhorses, the campus novel and the novel of adultery and uses them to pull an old debate - the rival claims of
It was cognition at first sight | Books | The Guardian
Thinks . . . by David Lodge, An Evolution of Consciousness ...
More by David Lodge. BOOK REVIEW. A MAN OF PARTS. by David Lodge ... and used by the school’s two-faced officials
to steal food and supplies. At first, Elwood thinks he can work his way past the arbitrary punishments and sadistic treatment (“I am stuck here, but I’ll make the best of it...and I’ll make it brief”). He befriends another ...

THINKS . . . | Kirkus Reviews
Thinks is not quite David Lodge at the
sublime top of his game, as in How Far Can You Go, but is pretty close. In many ways the book is a sequel to the earlier trilogy of campus novels – Changing Places, Small World and Nice Work.

Thinks: Amazon.co.uk: Lodge, David: 9780141000213: Books
David Lodge's novels have earned
comparisons to those of John Updike and Philip Roth and established him as "a cult figure on both sides of the Atlantic" (The New York Times). Thinks . . .
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